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▪ FACTS

▪ M, a doctor, worked for the DWP as a health and disabilities assessor – assessing 

claimants for disability-related benefits

▪ Started in May 2018

▪ Induction – colleague asked how they should address someone who was transgender

• They should be given their preferred name and title

• Always referred to in their presented gender

• Dr M said he was happy to address them using their first name, but he would 

not use their pronoun where it was different to their birth gender

▪ 13 June 2018 – meeting where Dr M explained his views to his line manager

▪ 25 June 2018 – Dr M was asked again whether he would refer to service users in 

their chosen form of address. He said he would not as it was against his Christian 

beliefs 

▪ 27 June 2018 – he was dismissed

Philosophical beliefs: Mackereth v DWP [2022]
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▪ DECISION

▪ Dr M’s beliefs were capable of protection under the Equality Act. It did not matter that 

his beliefs might offend many in a democratic society

▪ Direct discrimination claim failed – DWP asked all its assessors to follow the same 

policy in how they should address a transgender service user

▪ Harassment claim failed – DWP had not pressured Dr M to renounce his beliefs –

they merely asked him to clarify them

▪ Indirect discrimination claim failed – DWP had legitimate grounds for requiring 

assessors to use service users’ preferred pronouns. It was a legitimate policy to 

ensure transgender service users were treated with respect. Potential 

accommodations for Dr M’s beliefs had been considered

Philosophical beliefs: Mackereth v DWP [2022]
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▪ FACTS

▪ January 2019 – M started working as sub-contractor for DB

▪ M alleges that he was targeted by colleagues (Celtic supporters) due to the fact that 

he supported Rangers FC

▪ May 2019 – M given a week’s notice on basis that there was not enough work for him

▪ Was M’s support of Rangers FC capable of protection under the Equality Act?  

Philosophical beliefs: McClung v Doosan Babcock [2022]
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▪ DECISION

▪ M was not protected under Equality Act

▪ Whilst M’s support for Rangers FC was very important to him and the way he lived his 

life, it did not centre on a fundamental question which has wider importance for 

society

▪ Beliefs that have been held to be capable of protection – ethical veganism, Scottish 

independence, a belief in never lying

▪ Not believing in something could be protected e.g. atheism

Philosophical beliefs: McClung v Doosan Babcock [2022]
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▪ FACTS

▪ Jan 2019 – M returned from mat leave into her teaching role

▪ School allowed her partner to bring child in so she could breastfeed. Room was 

provided for her to do this

▪ Later on she required room to express milk but this was not provided

▪ 2020 – M expecting second child and told school when she returned from second mat 

leave she would need private room to express milk

▪ No room was provided so during her lunch break she either expressed milk in the 

toilets or in her car. Usually in the toilets where she would sit on the toilet floor and eat 

her lunch at the same time as she only had a 25 minute lunch break

Breastfeeding at work: Mellor v MFG Academies 

Trust [2022]
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▪ DECISION

▪ Sexual harassment claim succeeded

• She had no choice but to express in the toilets or her car

• Being effectively forced to express in this way, whilst eating lunch and at risk of 

being seen by students, was unwanted conduct

• That conduct had the effect of creating a degrading or humiliating environment

• One of R’s witnesses described the fact that M had to express in the toilets as 

“mortifying”

• Having to express in car for 20 minutes with risk of someone walking past was 

potentially humiliating 

Breastfeeding at work: Mellor v MFG Academies 

Trust [2022]
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▪ 2004 – A successfully applies for role as CEO of St Margaret’s Hospice

▪ JD said a first degree was essential and MBA was “desirable”

▪ A’s CV said:

▪ He had BA and MPhil from Bristol University

▪ He has MBA

▪ He had broad range of management experience

▪ A offered the role without any due diligence by the Hospice

▪ He performed well throughout his employment

▪ 2015 – Hospice found out that his CV was fabricated

▪ He was charged with “obtaining a financial advantage by deception” under the Theft Act

▪ A was sentenced to two years imprisonment and ordered to repay £100k

CV fraud: R v Andrewes [2022]
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Trade unions – agency staff
▪ Employers have always been permitted to hire new 

employees to cover during strikes

▪ However, employment agencies were not allowed to 

provide temp staff to cover striking workers

▪ New law in July 2022 permitted use of agency cover

▪ But currently subject to legal challenges from some trade 

unions
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Holiday pay for casual workers: 
Harpur Trust v Brazel
▪ FACTS

▪ B was visiting music teacher employed on permanent 

contract zero hours basis

▪ Didn’t work school holidays

▪ B entitled to 5.6 weeks annual leave which she was 

required to take in school holidays

▪ Three payments made in respect of leave in April, 

August and December each year

▪ Paid at 12.07% of earnings in preceding term (derived 

from 5.6 weeks being 12.07% of 46.4 weeks, with 

46.4 weeks being the standard working year)
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Holiday pay for casual workers: 
Harpur Trust v Brazel
▪ DECISION

▪ ET rejected claim – part year worker should have 

entitlement pro-rated to ensure that full-time 

employees are not treated less favourably

▪ Supreme Court upheld CoA’s decision – no need to 

pro-rate

▪ 12.07% approach inappropriate 
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▪ IMPACT

▪ Employers with casual workers should:

• Work out their average weekly pay over the previous 52 worked weeks

• If they have been with you less than a year then average out over actual 

worked weeks

• Need to apply calculation to then calculate a day’s pay

▪ Applies to all part year workers, e.g. term time only, casuals (with no normal working 

hours), zero hours contracts 

Holiday pay for casual workers: 
Harpur Trust v Brazel
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According to the 2021/2022 Employment Tribunal statistics, 117,926 claims were 

received in the UK tribunals. Which type of claim was brought the most?

▪ Age discrimination

▪ Deduction from wages

▪ Unfair dismissal

▪ Working time

Question 1
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What type of claim ended up with the highest average compensation award?

▪ Disability discrimination

▪ Age discrimination

▪ Sexual orientation discrimination

▪ Unfair dismissal

Question 2
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In the 2019/2020 year there were 103,984 claims issued in the employment tribunal, but 

how many led to an award of compensation?  

▪ 17,400

▪ 7,400

▪ 4,700

▪ 740

Question 3
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Which would involve the longest wait?

▪ A child’s wait from today to next Christmas

▪ The average wait for a Tribunal claimant, from issuing their claim to a first hearing

Question 4



What is expected in 2023?
Will Walsh
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Carer’s leave
▪ One week of unpaid leave

▪ For purposes of caring for children, parents, spouse, etc

▪ Physical / mental health problems, disabilities, old age

▪ Care needed for extended period
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Neonatal leave
▪ New right to neonatal care leave and pay

▪ For employees whose babies spend extended period in 

neonatal care

▪ Up to 12 weeks of leave with statutory pay
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▪ Extension to current regulation 10, Maternity and Parental Leave etc Regulations 1999

▪ Protection to apply from time employee notifies of pregnancy

▪ To continue until six months after return from maternity leave

▪ Potentially will cover other types of family leave

▪ Protected against redundancy altogether? Preference over vacancies?

Family leave and protection from redundancy 
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Flexible working
▪ Proposals include:

▪ Requirement to consult before rejecting request

▪ Decision period reduced to two months

▪ Two requests per 12 month period

▪ Expected to be day one right
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▪ Government response to Women and Equalities Committee report

▪ Menopause will not be made a “protected characteristic” under Equality Act

▪ No pilot scheme for menopause leave

▪ Government will appoint Menopause Employment Champion

▪ Flexible working requests day one right

Menopause
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▪ Employers to be liable for harassment of employees by third parties

▪ Possible extension of time limit for claim from three to six months

▪ Time limit could be extended for all Equality Act claims

Sexual harassment
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▪ Laws derived from EU legislation to expire 31 December 2023

▪ Power to preserve, revoke or amend

▪ Could affect

▪ Working Time Regulations

▪ Agency Worker Regulations

▪ Fixed Term Worker Regulations

▪ TUPE Regulations

Brexit



Cases expected in 2023
Will Walsh
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▪ Fentem v Outform EMEA Ltd

▪ Mr Fentem resigned, giving nine months’ notice

▪ Outform ended employment early, using contractual right to pay in lieu of notice

▪ Mr Fentem claimed unfair dismissal

▪ Was employment now terminated by employer?

▪ Decision was that no dismissal but position very finely balanced

▪ Due to be heard by Court of Appeal

Pay in lieu of notice following resignation
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▪ Chief Constable of Police Service of Northern Ireland & others v Agnew & others

▪ Bear Scotland case (EAT) provides that chain of deductions is broken by gap of three 

months and limits backdating

▪ In Agnew, Northern Ireland Court of Appeal declined to follow Bear Scotland

▪ Northern Ireland decision, not currently binding on rest of Great Britain

▪ Appeal to Supreme Court heard in December 2022, awaiting decision

▪ Decision of Supreme Court would bind Great Britain

Holiday pay
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▪ Hope v British Medical Association

▪ Mr Hope raised multiple informal grievances

▪ Mr Hope refused offers of meetings to resolve and did not attend grievance meetings

▪ Mr Hope refused to drop grievances or escalate them

▪ Employment terminated on grounds that he was raising “frivolous and vexatious” 

grievances and abusing the process

▪ Deemed to be a fair dismissal, decision supported by the EAT

▪ Due to be heard by the Court of Appeal in 2023

Dismissal following multiple grievances
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